
Sponsor meeting minutes #2 

 

Date 25th May 2017 

Time 1200 - 1330 

Mode & Venue Physical, MBFC Tower 3 Food Court 

Attendees Alicia, Ling Wei  

Agenda 1) Explain to sponsor the choice of tools the team has decide for 
analytics dashboard 

2) Show sponsor the design of the analytics dashboard and 
gather feedback on the design 

3) Share with sponsor the limitations of workplace@FB API and 
discussed our proposed workaround with sponsor for both 
chatbots and dashboard 

4) Share with sponsor how the chatbot for Facility booking 
management will work. 

Meeting 
minutes 

- Sponsor is okay with the choice of tools for analytics 
dashboard (D3 for visualization). Sponsor re-iterate the need 
for “export to csv/excel” function. 

- Sponsor shared with us the naming convention of groups on 
their workplace@FB instance and other workarounds they did 
on their instances 

- Sponsor prefers the default dashboard reporting format of 
workplace@FB but they are open to alternative chart design as 
long as the format is the same. 

- Sponsor mentioned that the dashboard is meant to determine 
the engagement level of employees on workplace@FB, thus 
our proposed method of calculating active rate as well as 
facebook default way of calculating is insufficient. Sponsor 
would like us to come up with a formula that determine the 
outreach of a post/user while considering various factors such 
as group size. 

- Sponsor would like a daily email (Dashboard in PDF/Image 
format) to be sent to their mailbox every morning. 

- Sponsor brought up concerns about the authentication 
limitations Workplace@FB has and suggested alternatives 
ways that we can choose. Sponsor said that they will get back 
to us after they know more details from facebook engineers. 

- For advanced analytics modules, sponsor mentioned that it will 
be great if they can have sentiment analysis to help them 
identify trending topics/content (KIV) 

- Sponsor understands that for chatbot, there are limitations for 
the number of options to be shown. Sponsor mentioned that 
they want the bot to show them an optimised list of rooms that 
are suitable given their constraints and minimise the number of 
questions asked. 

- Sponsor mentioned that they book facility via SSO. 
- The workplace manager community meeting which is intended 

to be held in June will be shifted to July. However, Sponsor 
mentioned that if the team requires any UAT, we can approach 



them anytime. 
- Sheryl mentioned that CSC is interested in using event 

registration and feedback bot for their upcoming induction 
programme in August. They shared with us how they envision 
the bot to function. 

- More details can be found in the following link below: 
Analytics Matters 
Questions to ask sponsor about Facility Bot 
Answers gather from sponsor about Facility Bot 

To-do-list - Discuss about the changes that sponsor would like to 
implement (Orange font) 

- Update proposal and adjust project timeline 
- Redesign analytics dashboard and figure out how facebook 

calculate their metrics. 
- Design the interface of Facility bot according to the needs of 

sponsor 

 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 1330. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there 

are no amendments in the next day.  

 

 

Prepared by 

Au Ling Wei 

 

Vetted and edited by 

Alicia Tan 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/18ajWF3NMKaozhUIoQopstzmUv-PUrMYR9LFSpqGFJ1Y/edit#slide=id.g1e1bd3be51_1_97
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fnEh5RxZEaFXIUN-BPXzRVMpW-13mVP6mBD5tfmTx6w/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sz0wRvEseO95FUHf3BMkgQUOXZc_mvO1DZCQdJj-GC4/edit

